Voluntary action is a fundamental characteristic of human behavior and identifies our ability to realize intentionally driven tasks. Functional imaging work has indicated that intentional performance activates neural circuitry confined to the fronto-medial cortex (Cunnington et al., [@B3]; Lau et al., [@B10]; Nachev et al., [@B12]). This network activity integrates, besides the conscious experience of intending (Haggard and Clark, [@B7]; Lau et al., [@B10]), a series of processes in relation to the intentional act (Brass and Haggard, [@B1]). Accordingly, intentional behavior can be viewed as a form of decision making that consists of various components with different types of information processing (Brass and Haggard, [@B2]; Haggard, [@B6]). This distinctive viewpoint is important as voluntary action has often been regarded as a unitary concept without little consideration for the component functions. In this respect, it has been suggested that voluntary action has at least two decisional processes: what action to perform (selection component) and when to perform it (timing component), (Mueller et al., [@B11]). Thus, the "what" decision specifies which action to perform from a range of alternative options, whereas the "when" decision denotes the moment in time at which to execute the action.

In their recent contribution to Frontiers in Neuroscience, Krieghoff et al. ([@B8]) presented an fMRI study that provides new insights into voluntary behavior. In particular, the authors proposed a well-designed protocol in which they simultaneously and independently manipulated the selection and timing component within one experimental paradigm. Moreover, the participants were instructed to perform one of two possible actions at one of two possible moments in time. Furthermore, the action and moment in time were freely chosen or externally triggered by means of a cue. In other words, the "what" (selection) and "when" (timing) decision of the impending action were based on an internal judgment or imposed by an external stimulus. This distinction between internally and externally generated responses is relevant as both types of activities are known to have (partly) dissociable neural circuitry in respect to the component process of selection, as well as timing (Deiber et al., [@B5]; Cunnington et al., [@B3], [@B4]; Lau et al., [@B9]).

As the main objective of Krieghoff et al. ([@B8]) was to investigate the decisional processes of voluntary behavior, the data analysis focused primarily on the cue-related activity that specified the decision making process rather than on the target-related activity that represented the implementation of that decision. In view of that premise, the whole-brain analysis of the cue-related signal showed that two fronto-medial wall areas associated with distinct component functions of voluntary action: whereas the selection component linked strongly with the rostral cingulate zone (RCZ), the timing component tied closely with the superior medial frontal gyrus (SFG), which is localized close to pre-SMA (Rushworth, [@B13]). These results indicate that separate brain regions are involved in distinct decisional processes, and accordingly highlight a functional dissociation of intentional action. However, an additional signal strength analysis revealed that both processes interact with one another. In particular, neural activity within the paramedial frontal cortex was increased for internal as compared to external timing, but only when action selection was specified externally. Combined, these observations challenge the idea of a unitary control system and underscore the existence of distinct, albeit interdependent, decisional processes that together shape voluntary action (Brass and Haggard, [@B2]). Of note is that this dependency is in accordance with the argument that aspects from the component processes have to be considered in order for an action and its consequences to be evaluated.

By introducing an innovative experimental paradigm, the work of Krieghoff et al. ([@B8]) has provided a significant step into the understanding of intentional control by specifying dissociable brain regions that deal with component functions. Further research into the dynamics of voluntary action is necessary in order to detail the functional architecture of intentional behavior and its neural correlates. Future studies may elaborate on the inter-regional influences and coordination of the brain areas that make up the network activity, and the means by which context-related factors modify intentional processing within the circuitry.
